Abstract. We construct classes of Kähler groups that do not have finite classifying spaces and are not commensurable to subdirect products of surface groups. Each of these groups is the fundamental group of the generic fibre of a regular holomorphic map from a product of Kodaira fibrations to an elliptic curve. In this way, for each integer r ≥ 3, we construct a Kähler group G whose classifying space has a finite r − 1-skeleton but does not have a classifying space with finitely many r-cells.
Introduction
A Kähler group is a group that can be realised as the fundamental group of a compact Kähler manifold. The question of which finitely presented groups are Kähler was raised by Serre in the 1950s. It has been a topic of active research ever since, but a putative classification remains a distant prospect and constructions of novel examples are surprisingly rare. For an overview of what is known see [1] and [15] .
Our main purpose in this paper is to construct new examples of Kähler groups that do not have finite classifying spaces. A group G is of type F r if it has a classifying space K(G, 1) with finite r-skeleton. The first example of a finitely presented group that is not of type F 3 was given by Stallings in 1963 [31] . His example is a subgroup of a direct product of three free groups. Bieri subsequently constructed, for each positive integer n, a subgroup B n of a direct product of n free groups such that B n is of type F n−1 but not of type F n ; each B n is the kernel of a map from the ambient direct product to an abelian group. The study of higher finiteness properties of discrete groups is a very active field of enquiry, with generalisations of subgroups of products of free groups playing a central role, e.g. [7] , [11, 12] . In particular, it has been recognised that the finiteness properties of subgroups in direct products of surface groups (more generally, residually-free groups) play a dominant role in determining the structure of these subgroups [11] . In parallel, it has been recognised, particularly following the work of Delzant and Gromov [18] , that subgroups of direct products of surface groups play an important role in the investigation of Kähler groups (see also [29, 19] ).
Given this context, it is natural that the first examples of Kähler groups with exotic finiteness properties should have been constructed as the kernels of maps from a product of hyperbolic surface groups to an abelian group. This breakthrough was achieved by Dimca, Papadima and Suciu [20] . Further examples were constructed by Biswas, Mj and Pancholi [9] and by Llosa Isenrich [27] . Our main purpose here is to construct examples of a different kind.
A Kodaira fibration (also called a regularly fibred surface) is a compact complex surface X that admits a regular holomorphic map onto a smooth complex curve. Topologically, X is the total space of a smooth fibre bundle whose base and fibre are closed 2-manifolds (with restrictions on the holonomy). These complex surfaces bear Kodaira's name because he [24] (and independently Atiyah [2] ) constructed specific non-trivial examples in order to prove that the signature is not multiplicative in smooth fibre bundles. Kodaira fibrations should not be confused with Kodaira surfaces in the sense of [3, Sect. V.5], which are complex surfaces of Kodaira dimension zero that are never Kähler.
The new classes of Kähler groups that we shall construct will appear as the fundamental groups of generic fibres of certain holomorphic maps from a product of Kodaira fibrations to an elliptic curve. The first and most interesting family arises from a detailed construction of complex surfaces of positive signature that is adapted from Kodaira's original construction [24] . In fact, our surfaces are diffeomorphic to those of Kodaira but have a different complex structure. The required control over the finiteness properties of these examples comes from the second author's work on products of branched covers of elliptic curves [27] , which in turn builds on [20] .
In order to obviate the concern that our groups might be disguised perturbations of known examples, we prove that no subgroup of finite index can be embedded in a direct product of surface groups. We do this by proving that any homomorphism from the subgroup to a residually-free group must have infinite kernel (Section 6). Theorem 1.1. For each r ≥ 3 there exist Kodaira fibrations X i , i = 1, . . . , r, and a holomorphic map from X = X 1 × ⋯ × X r onto an elliptic curve E, with generic fibre H, such that the sequence
is exact and π 1 H is a Kähler group that is of type F r−1 but not F r .
Moreover, no subgroup of finite index in π 1 H embeds in a direct product of surface groups.
We also obtain Kähler groups with exotic finiteness properties from Kodaira fibrations of signature zero. Here the constructions are substantially easier and do not take us far from subdirect products of surface groups. Indeed it is not difficult to see that all of the groups that arise in this setting have a subgroup of finite index that embeds in a direct product of surface groups; it is more subtle to determine when the groups themselves admit such an embeddingthis is almost equivalent to deciding which Kodaira fibrations have a fundamental group that is residually free, a problem solved in Section 6. The key criterion is that for a Kodaira fibration S γ ↪ X→S g , the preimage in Aut(π 1 S γ ) of the holonomy representation π 1 S g → Out(π 1 S γ ) should be torsion-free (see Theorem 6.10). Here S g denotes a closed orientable surface of genus g. Theorem 1.2. Fix r ≥ 3 and for i = 1, . . . , r let S γ i ↪ X i k i → S g i be a topological surface-bysurface bundle such that X i admits a complex structure and has signature zero. Assume that γ i , g i ≥ 2. Let X = X 1 × ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ × X r . Let E be an elliptic curve and let α i ∶ S g i → E be branched coverings such that the map ∑ r i=1 α i ∶ S g 1 × ⋯ × S gr → E is surjective on π 1 . Then we can equip X i and S g i with Kähler structures such that:
(1) the maps k i and α i are holomorphic;
is exact; (4) the group π 1 H is Kähler and of type F r−1 , but not F r ; (5) π 1 H has a subgroup of finite index that embeds in a direct product of surface groups.
Fibrations of the sort described in Theorem 1.2 have been discussed in the context of Beauville surfaces and, more generally, quotients of products of curves; see Catanese [16] , also e.g. [4, Theorem 4 .1], [17] . There are some similarities between that work and ours, in particular around the use of fibre products to construct fibrations with finite holonomy, but the overlap is limited. This paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 we generalise a theorem of Dimca, Papadima and Suciu about singular fibrations over elliptic curves to larger classes of fibrations, weakening the assumptions on the singularities. In Section 3 we study Kodaira fibrations of signature zero and prove Theorem 1.2. In Section 4 we turn to the main construction of this paper, describing a new family of complex surfaces. In Section 5 we explain how these surfaces can be used to construct the new Kähler groups described in Theorem 1.1. Finally, in Section 6 we explore the conditions under which the groups we have constructed can be embedded in direct products of surface groups (and residually-free groups).
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Exact sequences associated to fibrations over complex curves
Dimca, Papadima and Suciu proved the following theorem and used it to construct the first examples of Kähler groups with arbitrary finiteness properties.
Theorem 2.1 ( [20] , Theorem C). Let X be a compact complex manifold and let Y be a closed Riemann surface of genus at least one. Let h ∶ X → Y be a surjective holomorphic map with isolated singularities and connected fibres. Letĥ ∶X →Ỹ be the pull-back of h under the universal cover p ∶Ỹ → Y and let H be the smooth generic fibre ofĥ (and therefore of h).
Then the following hold:
We shall need the following generalisation, which follows from Theorem 2.1(2) by a purely topological argument. Theorem 2.2. Let Y be a closed Riemann surface of positive genus and let X be a compact Kähler manifold. Let f ∶ X → Y be a surjective holomorphic map with connected generic (smooth) fibre H.
If f factors as
where g is a regular holomorphic fibration and h is a surjective holomorphic map with connected fibres of complex dimension n ≥ 2 and isolated singularities, then the following sequence is exact
Proof. By applying Theorem 2.1 to the map h ∶ Z → Y we get a short exact sequence
Let p ∈ Y be a regular value such that
inclusion map, let F ⊂ X be the (smooth) fibre of g ∶ X → Z, and identify
The long exact sequence in homotopy for the fibration
LetẐ → Z be the regular covering with Galois group kerh * , letĥ ∶Ẑ →Ỹ be a lift of h and, as in Theorem 2.1, identify H with a connected component of its preimage inẐ. In the light of Theorem 2.1(1), the long exact sequence in homotopy for the pair (Ẑ, H) implies that π i H ≅ π iẐ for i ≤ dimH − 1 = n − 1 and that the natural map π n H → π nẐ is surjective. In particular, π 2 H → π 2Ẑ ≅ → π 2 Z is surjective for all n ≥ 2; this map is denoted by η in the following diagram.
In this diagram, the first column comes from (2.2), the second column is part of the long exact sequence in homotopy for the fibration g ∶ X → Z, and the bottom row comes from (2.1). The naturality of the long exact sequence in homotopy assures us that the diagram is commutative. We must prove that the second row yields the short exact sequence in the statement of the theorem.
We know that δ is injective and η is surjective, so a simple diagram chase (an easy case of the 5-Lemma) implies that the map ι is injective.
A further (more involved) diagram chase proves exactness at π 1 X, i.e., that Im(ι) = ker(f * ).
We will also need the following proposition. Note that the hypothesis on π 2 Z → π 1 F is automatically satisfied if π 1 F does not contain a non-trivial normal abelian subgroup. This is the case, for example, if F is a direct product of hyperbolic surfaces. Proposition 2.3. Under the assumptions of Theorem 2.2, if the map π 2 Z → π 1 F associated to the fibration g ∶ X → Z is trivial, then (2.2) reduces to a short exact sequence
If, in addition, the fibre F is aspherical, then
Proof. The commutativity of the top square in the above diagram implies that π 2 H → π 1 F is trivial, so (2.2) reduces to the desired sequence.
If the fibre F is aspherical then naturality of long exact sequences of fibrations and Theorem 2.1(1) imply that we obtain commutative squares
3. Theorem 1.2 and Kodaira fibrations of signature zero
In this section we will prove Theorem 1.2. In order to explain the construction of the Kähler metrics implicit in the statement, we need to first recall a construction of the second author [27] that provides the seed from which the failure of type F n in Theorem 1.2 derives.
Notation. We write Σ g to denote the closed orientable surface of genus g.
3.1.
The origin of the lack of finiteness. The first examples of Kähler groups with exotic finiteness properties were constructed by Dimca, Papadima and Suciu in [20] by considering a particular map from a product of hyperbolic surfaces to an elliptic curve. The following construction of the second author [27] extends their result to a much wider class of maps.
Let E be an elliptic curve, i.e. a 1-dimensional complex torus that embeds in projective space, and for i = 1, . . . , r let h i ∶ Σ g i → E be a branched cover, where each g i ≥ 2. Endow Σ g i with the complex structure that makes h i holomorphic. Let Z = Σ g 1 × ⋯ × Σ gr . Using the additive structure on E, we define a surjective map with isolated singularities and connected fibres
In this setting, we have the following criterion describing the finiteness properties of the generic fibre of h:
surjective, then the generic fibre H of h is connected and its fundamental group π 1 H is a projective (hence Kähler) group that is of type F r−1 but not of type F r . Furthermore, the sequence
Kodaira Fibrations.
The following definition is equivalent to the more concise one that we gave in the introduction. Definition 3.2. A Kodaira fibration X is a Kähler surface (real dimension 4) that admits a regular holomorphic surjection X → Σ g . The fibre of X → Σ g will be a closed surface, Σ γ say. Thus, topologically, X is a Σ γ -bundle over Σ g . We require g, γ ≥ 2.
The nature of the holonomy in a Kodaira fibration is intimately related to the signature σ(X), which is the signature of the bilinear form
given by the cup product.
3.3. Signature zero: groups commensurable to subgroups of direct products of surface groups. We will make use of the following theorem of Kotschick [25] and a detail from his proof. Here, Mod(Σ g ) denotes the mapping class group of Σ g .
Then the following are equivalent:
(1) X can be equipped with a complex structure and σ(X) = 0;
The following is an immediate consequence of the proof of Theorem 3.3 in [25] .
Addendum 3.4. If either of the equivalent conditions in Theorem 3.3 holds, then for any complex structure on the base space Σ g there is a Kähler structure on X with respect to which the projection X → Σ g is holomorphic.
We are now in a position to construct the examples promised in Theorem 1.2. Fix r ≥ 3 and for i = 1, ⋯, r let X i be the underlying manifold of a Kodaira fibration with base Σ g i and fibre
We fix an elliptic curve E and choose branched coverings
We endow Σ g i with the complex structure that makes h i holomorphic and use Addendum 3.4 to choose a complex structure on X i that makes p i ∶ X i → Σ g i holomorphic. Let X = X 1 × . . . X r and let p ∶ X → Z be the map that restricts to p i on X i . Theorem 3.5. Let p ∶ X → Z and h ∶ Z → E be the maps defined above, let f = h ○ p ∶ X → E and let H be the generic smooth fibre of f . Then π 1 H is a Kähler group of type F r−1 that is not of type F r and there is a short exact sequence
Moreover, π 1 H has a subgroup of finite index that embeds in a direct product of surface groups.
We shall need the following well known fact.
Lemma 3.6. Let N be a group with a finite classifying space and assume that there is a short exact sequence
Then G is of type F n if and only if Q is of type F n .
Proof. See [8, Proposition 2.7] .
Proof of Theorem 3.5. By construction, the map f = p ○ h ∶ X → E satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 2.2. Moreover, since Z is aspherical, π 2 Z = 0 and Proposition 2.3 applies. Thus, writing H for the generic smooth fibre of f and H for the generic smooth fibre of h, we have short exact sequences
The product of the closed surfaces Σ γ i is a classifying space for the kernel in the second sequence, so Lemma 3.6 implies that π 1 H is of type F k if and only if π 1 H is of type F k . Theorem 3.1 tells us that π 1 H is of type F r−1 and not of type F r . Finally, the group π 1 H is clearly Kähler, since it is the fundamental group of the compact Kähler manifold H. To see that π 1 H is commensurable to a subgroup of a direct product of surface groups, note that the assumption σ(X i ) = 0 implies that the monodromy representation
is finite, and hence π 1 X i contains the product of surface groups Γ i = π 1 Σ γ i × kerρ i as a subgroup of finite index. (Here we are using the fact that the centre of Σ γ i is trivial -cf. Corollary 8.IV.6.8 in [14] ). The required subgroup of finite index in π 1 H is its intersection with
In the light of Theorem 3.5, all that remains unproved in Theorem 1.2 is the assertion that in general π 1 H is not itself a subgroup of a product of surface groups. We shall return to this point in the last section of the paper.
New Kodaira Fibrations X N,m
In 1967 Kodaira [24] constructed a family of complex surfaces M N,m that fibre over a complex curve but have positive signature. (See [2] for a very similar construction by Atiyah.) We shall produce a new family of Kähler surfaces X N,m that are Kodaira fibrations. We do so by adapting Kodaira's construction in a manner designed to allow appeals to Theorems 2.2 and 3.1. This is the main innovation in our construction of new families of Kähler groups.
Our surface X N,m is diffeomorphic to Kodaira's surface M N −1,m but it has a different complex structure. Because signature is a topological invariant, we can appeal to Kodaira's calculation of the signature
The crucial point for us is that σ(X N,m ) is non-zero. It follows from Theorem 3.3 that the monodromy representation associated to the Kodaira fibration X N,m → Σ has infinite image, from which it follows that the Kähler groups with exotic finiteness properties constructied in Theorem 5.6 are not commensurable to subgroups of direct products of surface groups, as we shall see in Section 6.
4.1. The construction of X N,m . Kodaira's construction of his surfaces M N,m begins with a regular finite-sheeted covering of a higher genus curve S → R. He then branches R × S along the union of two curves: one is the graph of the covering map and the other is the graph of the covering map twisted by a certain involution. We shall follow this template, but rather than beginning with a regular covering, we begin with a carefully crafted branched covering of an elliptic curve; this is a crucial feature, as it allows us to apply Theorems 2.2 and 3.1. Our covering is designed to admit an involution that allows us to follow the remainder of Kodaira's argument. Let E = C Λ be an elliptic curve. Choose a finite set of (branching) points
Let p E ∶ E → E be the double covering that the Galois correspondence associates to the homomorphism Λ → Z 2 that kills µ 1 . Let µ 1 be the unique lift to E of µ 1 (it has two components) and let µ 2 be the unique lift of 2 ⋅ µ 2 . Note that π 1 E is generated by µ 2 and a component of µ 1 . E has a canonical complex structure making it an elliptic curve and the covering map is holomorphic with respect to this complex structure.
Let τ E ∶ E → E be the generator of the Galois group; it is holomorphic and interchanges the components of E ∖ µ 1 .
Denote by B (1) and B (2) the preimages of B in the two distinct connected components of E ∖ µ 1 . The action of τ E interchanges these sets. Choose pairs of points in {b 2k−1 , b 2k } ⊂ B, k = 1, ⋯, N , connect them by disjoint arcs γ 1 , ⋯, γ N and lift these arcs to E. Denote by γ the arcs joining points in B (2) .
Next we define a 3-fold branched covering of E as follows. Take three copies F 1 , F 2 and
) via maps j 1 , j 2 and j 3 . We obtain surfaces G 1 , G 2 and G 3 with boundary by cutting F 1 along all of the arcs γ 2) ) induced by the identifications of F i with
) a covering map. Figure 1 illustrates this covering map.
The map p E clearly extends to a 3-fold branched covering map from the closed surface R 2N +1 of genus 2N + 1, obtained by closing the cusps of G 1 ∪ G 2 ∪ G 3 , to E. By slight abuse of notation we also denote this covering map by p E ∶ R 2N +1 → E. There is a unique complex structure on R 2N +1 making the map p E holomorphic.
The map τ E induces a continuous involution τ 2 ∶ G 2 → G 2 and a continuous involution τ 1,3 ∶ G 1 ⊔ G 3 → G 1 ⊔ G 3 without fixed points: these are defined by requiring the following Figure 1 . R 2N +1 as branched covering of E together with the involution τ E diagrams to commute
wherein j i denotes the unique continuous extension of the original identification
The maps τ 2 and τ 1,3 coincide on the identifications of G 1 ⊔ G 3 with G 2 and thus descend to a continuous involution
Consider the commutative diagram
As p E is a holomorphic unramified covering onto E ∖ (B (1) ∪ B (2) ) and τ E is a holomorphic deck transformation mapping E ∖ (B (1) ∪ B (2) ) onto itself, we can locally express τ R as the composition of holomorphic maps p −1 E ○ τ E ○ p E and therefore τ R is itself holomorphic. Since τ R extends continuously to R 2N +1 , it is holomorphic on R 2N +1 , by Riemann's Theorem on removable singularities. By definition τ R ○ τ R = Id. Thus τ R ∶ R 2N +1 → R 2N +1 defines a holomorphic involution of R 2N +1 without fixed points.
We have now manoeuvred ourselves into a situation whereby we can mimic Kodaira's construction. We replace the surface R in Kodaira's construction [24, p.207-208] by R 2N +1 and the involution τ in Kodaira's construction by the involution τ R . The adaptation is straightforward, but we shall recall the argument below for the reader's convenience.
First though, we note that it is easy to check that for m ≥ 2 we obtain a complex surface that is homeomorphic to the surface M N −1,m constructed by Kodaira, but in general our surface will have a different complex structure.
We denote this new complex surface X N,m . Arguing as in the proof of [25, Proposition 1], we see that X N,m is Kähler.
4.2.
Completing the Kodaira construction. Let α 1 , β 1 , ⋯, α 2N +1 , β 2N +1 denote a standard set of generators of π 1 R 2N +1 satisfying the relation [α 1 , β 1 ] ⋯ [α 2N +1 , β 2N +1 ] = 1, chosen so that the pairs α 1 , β 1 , α 2 , β 2 and α 3 , β 3 correspond to the preimages of µ 1 and µ 2 in G 1 , G 2 and G 3 (with tails connecting these loops to a common base point).
For m ∈ Z consider the m 2g -fold covering q R ∶ S → R 2N +1 corresponding to the homomorphism
where 1 i is the generator in the i-th factor. By multiplicativity of the Euler characteristic, we see that the genus of S is 2N ⋅ m 2g + 1.
To simplify notation we will from now on omit the index R in q R and τ R , as well as the index 2N + 1 in R 2N +1 , and we denote the image τ (r) of a point r ∈ R by r * . Let q * = τ ○ q ∶ S → R, let W = R × S and let 
3)
The proof of this lemma is purely topological and in particular makes no use of the complex structure on W ′′ . From a topological point of view our manifolds and maps are equivalent to Kodaira's manifolds and maps, i.e. there is a homeomorphism that makes all of the obvious diagrams commute. The composition of the isomorphism (4.3) with the abelianization
to the kernel of this map and equip X ′′ with the complex structure that makes the covering map holomorphic. The covering extends to an m-fold ramified covering on a closed complex surface X N,m with branching loci Γ and Γ * .
The composition of the covering map X N,m → W and the projection W = R × S → S induces a regular holomorphic map ψ ∶ X N,m → S with complex fibre R ′ = ψ −1 (u) a closed Riemann surface that is an m-sheeted branched covering of R with branching points q(u) and q * (u) of order m. The complex structure of the fibres varies: each pair of fibres is homeomorphic but not (in general) biholomorphic.
Construction of Kähler groups
We fix an integer m ≥ 2 and associate to each r-tuple of positive integers N = (N 1 , ⋯, N r ) with r ≥ 3 the product of the complex surfaces X N i ,m constructed in the previous section:
Each X N i ,m was constructed to have a holomorphic projection ψ i ∶ X N i ,m → S i with fibre R ′ i . By construction, each of the Riemann surfaces S i comes with a holomorphic map f i = p i ○ q i , where p i = p E,i ∶ R 2N i +1 → E and q i = q R,i ∶ S i → R 2N i +1 . We also need the homomorphism defined in (4.2), which we denote by θ i .
We want to determine what
2g i , which has the same image in
and α j , β j were chosen such that for 1 ≤ i ≤ r we have
(Here we have abused notation to the extent of writing µ 1 for the unique element of π 1 E = H 1 E determined by either component of the preimage of µ 1 in E.) Thus,
There are three loops that are lifts µ
1,i , µ
1,i of µ 1 with respect to p i (regardless of the choice of basepoint µ 0) )). The same holds for µ 2 . And by choice of α j , β j for j ∈ {1, 2, 3}, we have µ
Denote by q E ∶ E ′ → E the m 2 -sheeted covering of E corresponding to the subgroups
. Endow E ′ with the unqiue complex structure making q E holomorphic. By (5.1) the covering and the complex structure are independent of i.
commutative. The map f ′ i is surjective and holomorphic, since f i is surjective and holomorphic and q E is a holomorphic covering map. Proof. Since f i and q E are unramified coverings over E ∖B, it follows from the commutativity of diagram (5.2) that the restriction f Since q i is a covering map it suffices to prove that q i ○ ν 1 is a loop in R i based at z 0 = q i (x 0 ) such that its unique lift based at x 0 with respect to q i is a loop in S i .
By the commutatitivity of diagram (5.2) and the definition of µ
But the unique lift of µ 
covering map, so all lifts of (µ Remark 5.4. The second author of this paper introduced invariants for the Kähler groups arising in Theorem 3.1 and showed that these invariants lead to a complete classification of these groups in the special case where all the coverings are purely-branched. Thus Corollary 5.3 ought to help in classifying the groups that arise from our construction. We shall return to this point elsewhere.
Let
Using the additive structure on the elliptic curve E ′ we combine the maps f Proof. By construction, f ′ i is non-singular on S i ∖ B S i and B S i is a finite set. Therefore, the set of singular points of h ′ is contained in the finite set
In particular, h ′ has isolated singularities.
Corollary 5.3 implies that the f ′ i induce surjective maps on fundamental groups, so we can apply Theorem 3.1 to conclude that h ′ has indeed connected fibres.
Finally, we define g ∶ X N,m → Z N,m to be the product of the fibrations ψ i ∶ X N i ,m → S i and we define
Note that g is a smooth fibration with fibre F N,m ∶= R (2) there are short exact sequences
such that the monodromy representations
both have infinite image; (3) No subgroup of finite index in π 1 H N,m embeds in a direct product of surface groups (or of residually free groups).
Proof. We have constructed H N,m as the fundamental group of a Kähler manifold, so the first assertion in (1) is clear.
We argued above that all of the assumptions of Theorem 2.2 are satisfied, and this yields the second short exact sequence in (2). Moreover, Z N,m = S 1 × ⋯ × S r is aspherical, so Proposition 2.3 applies: this yields the first sequence.
F N,m is a finite classifying space for its fundamental group, so by applying Lemma 3.6 to the first short exact sequence in (2) we see that π 1 H N,m is of type F n if and only if π 1 H N,m is of type F n . Theorem 3.1 tells us that π 1 H N,m is of type F r−1 but not of type F r . Thus (1) is proved.
The holonomy representation of the fibration H N,m → H N,m is the restriction
where ρ i is the holonomy of X N i ,m → S i . Since the branched covering maps f ′ i are surjective on fundamental groups it follows from the short exact sequence induced by h ′ that the projection
In particular, the map ν has infinite image in Out(π 1 F ) as each of the ρ i do. This proves (2) . Assertion (3) follows immediately from (2) and the group theoretic Proposition 6.3 below.
Remark 5.7 (Explicit presentations). The groups π 1 H N,m constructed above are fibre products over Z 2 . Therefore, given finite presentations for the groups π 1 X N i ,m , 1 ≤ i ≤ r, we could apply an algorithm developed by the first author, Howie, Miller and Short [12] to construct explicit finite presentations for our examples. An implementation by the second author in a similar situation [26] demonstrates the practical nature of this algorithm.
Commensurability to direct products
Each of the new Kähler groups Γ ∶= π 1 H constructed in Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 fits into a short exact sequence of finitely generated groups
where ∆ = Σ 1 × ⋯ × Σ r is a product of r ≥ 1 closed surface groups Σ i of genus g i ≥ 2. Such short exact sequences arise whenever one has a fibre bundle whose base B has fundamental group Q and whose fibre F is a product of surfaces: the short exact sequence is the beginning of the long exact sequence in homotopy, truncated using the observation that since ∆ has no non-trivial normal abelian subgroups, the map π 2 B → π 1 F is trivial. For us, the fibration in question is H → H, and (6.1) is a special case of the sequence in Proposition 2.3.
In the setting of Theorem 1.1, the holonomoy representation Q → Out(∆) has infinite image, and in the setting of Theorem 1.2 it has finite image.
In order to complete the proofs of the theorems stated in the introduction, we must determine (i) when groups such as Γ can be embedded in a product of surface groups, (ii) when they contain subgroups of finite index that admit such embeddings, and (iii) when they are commensurable with residually free groups. In this section we shall answer each of these questions.
6.1. Residually free groups and limit groups. A group G is residually free if for every element g ∈ G ∖ {1} there is a free group F r on r generators and a homomorphism ∶ G → F r such that (g) ≠ 1. A group G is a limit group (equivalently, fully residually free) if for every finite subset S ⊂ G there is a homomorphism to a free group φ S ∶ G → F such that the restriction of φ S to S is injective.
It is easy to see that direct products of residually free groups are residually free. In contrast, the product of two or more non-abelian limit groups is not a limit group.
Limit groups are a fascinating class of groups that have been intensively studied in recent years at the confluence of geometry, group theory and logic [30, 23] . They admit several equivalent definitions, the equivalence of which confirms the aphorism that, from many different perspectives, they are the natural class of "approximately free groups". A finitely generated group is residually free if and only if it is a subgroup of a direct product of finitely many limit groups [6] (see also [12] ).
All hyperbolic surface groups are limit groups [5] M 0 is the fundamental group of a closed aspherical 3-manifold that does not virtually split as a direct product, and therefore it cannot be residually free, by Theorem A of [11] . As any subgroup of a residually free group is residually free, it follows that Γ 0 is not residually free.
For the reader's convenience, we give a more direct proof that M 0 is not residually free. If it were, then by [6] it would be a subdirect product of limit groups Λ 1 × ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ × Λ t . Projecting away from factors that M 0 does not intersect, we may assume that Λ i ∩ M 0 ≠ 1 for all i. As M 0 does not contain non-trivial normal abelian subgroups, it follows that the Λ i are non-abelian. As limit groups are torsion-free and M 0 does not contain Z 3 , it follows that t ≤ 2. Replacing each Λ i by the coordinate projection p i (M 0 ), we may assume that M 0 < Λ 1 × Λ 2 is a subdirect product (i.e. maps onto both Λ 1 and Λ 2 ). Then, for i = 1, 2, the intersection M 0 ∩ Λ i is normal in Λ i = p i (M 0 ). Non-abelian limit groups do not have non-trivial normal abelian subgroups, so I i = M 0 ∩ Λ i is non-abelian. But any non-cyclic subgroup of M 0 must intersect Σ, so I 1 ∩ Σ and I 2 ∩ Σ are infinite, disjoint, commuting, subgroups of Σ. This contradict the fact that Σ is hyperbolic.
Corollary 6.2. The group π 1 H constructed in Theorem 1.1 is not commensurable with a subgroup of a direct product of surface groups.
6.3. Finite holonomy. When the holonomy Q → Out(∆) is finite, it is easy to see that Γ is virtually a direct product.
Proposition 6.3. In the setting of (6.1), if the holonomy representation Q → Out(∆) is finite, then Γ has a subgroup of finite index that is residually free [respectively, is a subgroup of a direct product of surface groups] if and only if Q has such a subgroup of finite index.
Proof. Let Q 1 be the kernel of Q → Out(∆) and let Γ 1 < Γ be the inverse image of Q 1 . Then, as the centre of ∆ is trivial,
Every subgroup of a residually free is residually free, and the direct product of residually free groups is residually free. Thus the proposition follows from the fact that surface groups are residually free.
Corollary 6.4. Each of the groups π 1 H constructed in Theorem 1.2 has a subgroup of finite index that embeds in a direct product of finitely many surface groups.
Proof. Apply the proposition to each of the Kodaira fibrations X i in Theorem 1.2 and intersect the resulting subgroup of finite index in π 1 X 1 × ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ × π 1 X r with π 1 H.
6.4.
Residually-Free Kähler groups. We begin with a non-trivial example of a Kodaira surface whose fundamental group is residually-free.
Example 6.5. Let G be any finite group and for i = 1, 2 let q i ∶ Σ i → G be an epimorphism from a hyperbolic surface group Σ i = π 1 S i . Let P < Σ 1 × Σ 2 be the fibre product, i.e. P = {(x, y) q 1 (x) = q 2 (y)}. The projection onto the second factor p i ∶ P → Σ 2 induces a short exact , and thus we obtain a smooth surface-by-surface bundle X with π 1 X = P , that has fibre S ′ 1 , base S 2 and holonomy representation q 2 . Theorem 3.3 and Addendum 3.4 imply that X can be endowed with the structure of a Kodaira surface.
Our second example illustrates the fact that torsion-free Kähler groups that are virtually residually-free need not be residually-free. Example 6.6. Let R g be a closed orientable surface of genus g and imagine it as the connected sum of g handles placed in cyclic order around a sphere. We consider the automorphism that rotates this picture through 2π g. Algebraically, if we fix the usual presentation
this rotation (which has two fixed points) defines an automorphism φ that sends α i ↦ α i+1 , β i ↦ β i+1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ g − 1 and α g ↦ α 1 , β g ↦ β 1 . Thus ⟨φ⟩ ≤ Aut(π 1 R g ) is a cyclic subgroup of order g.
Let T h be an arbitrary closed surfaces of genus h ≥ 2 and let ρ ∶ π 1 T h → ⟨φ⟩ ≅ Z gZ ≤ Out(π 1 R g ) be the map defined by sending each element of a standard symplectic basis for
It follows from Lemma 6.7 that π 1 X ′ is not residually free. And it follows from Theorem 6.10 that if the Kodaira surfaces in Theorem 3.5 are of this form then the Kähler group π 1 H is not residually free.
Lemma 6.7. Let S be a hyperbolic surface group and let G be a group that contains S as a normal subgroup. The following conditions are equivalent:
(i) the image of the map G → Aut(S) given by conjugation is torsion-free and the image of G → Out(S) is finite; (ii) one can embed S as a normal subgroup of finite index in a surface group Σ so that G → Aut(S) factors through Inn(Σ) → Aut(S).
Proof. If (i) holds then the image A of G → Aut(S) is torsion free and contains Inn(S) ≅ S as a subgroup of finite index. A torsion-free finite extension of a surface group is a surface group, so we can define Σ = A. The converse follows immediately from the fact that centralisers of non-cyclic subgroups in hyperbolic surface groups are trivial.
This Lemma 6.7 has the following geometric interpretation, in which Σ emerges as π 1 (R Λ).
Addendum 6.8. With the hypotheses of Lemma 6.7, let R be a closed surface with S = π 1 R, let Λ be the image of G → Aut(S) and let Λ be the image of G → Out(S). Then conditions (i) and (ii) are equivalent to the geometric condition that the action Λ → Homeo(R) given by Nielsen realisation is free.
Proof. Assume that condition (i) holds. Since Λ is finite, Kerckhoff's solution to the Nielsen realisation problem [22] enables us to realise Λ as a cocompact Fuchsian group: Λ can be realised as a group of isometries of a hyperbolic metric g on R and Λ is the discrete group of isometries of the universal coverR ≅ H 2 consisting of all lifts of Λ ≤ Isom(R, g). As a Fuchsian group, Λ is torsion-free if and only if its action onR ≅ H 2 is free, and this is the case if and only if the action of Λ = Λ S on R is free.
As a consequence of Lemma 6.7 we obtain: Proposition 6.9. Consider a short exact sequence 1 → F → G → Q → 1, where F is a direct product of finitely many hyperbolic surface groups S i , each of which is normal in G. The following conditions are equivalent:
(i) G can be embedded in a direct product of surface groups [resp. of non-abelian limit groups and Γ −1 ]; (ii) Q can be embedded in such a product and the image of each of the maps G → Aut(S i ) is torsion-free and has finite image in Out(S i ).
Proof. If (ii) holds then by Lemma 6.7 there are surface groups Σ i with S i ⊴ Σ i of finite index such that the map G → Aut(S i ) given by conjugation factors through G → Inn(Σ i ) ≅ Σ i . We combine these maps with the composition of G → Q and the embedding of Q to obtain a map Φ from G to a product of surface groups. The kernel of the map G → Q is the product of the S i , and each S i embeds into the coordinate for Σ i , so Φ is injective and (i) is proved. We shall prove the converse in the surface group case; the other case is entirely similar. Thus we assume that G can be embedded in a direct product Σ 1 × ⋯ × Σ m of surface groups. After projecting away from factors Σ i that have trivial intersection with G and replacing the Σ i with the coordinate projections of G, we may assume that G ≤ Λ 1 ×⋯×Λ m is a full subdirect product, where each Λ i is either a surface group, a nonabelian free group, or Z. Note that G ∩ Λ i is normal in Λ i , since it is normal in G and G projects onto Λ i .
By assumption F = S 1 × ⋯ × S k for some k. We want to show that after reordering factors S i is a finite index normal subgroup of Λ i . Denote by p i ∶ Λ 1 × ⋯ × Λ m → Λ i the projection onto the ith factor. Since F is normal in the subdirect product G ≤ Λ 1 × ⋯ × Λ m the projections p i (F ) ⊴ Λ i are finitely-generated normal subgroups for 1 ≤ i ≤ m. Since the Λ i are surface groups or free groups, it follows, each p i (F ) is either trivial or of finite index. (For the case of limit groups, see [10, Theorem 3.1].)
Since F has no centre, it intersects abelian factors trivially. Suppose Λ i is non-abelian. We claim that if p i (F ) is nontrivial, then F ∩ Λ i is nontrivial. If this were not the case, then the normal subgroups F and G ∩ Λ i would intersect trivially in G, and hence would commute. But this is impossible, because the centraliser in Λ i of the finite-index subgroup p i (F ) is trivial. Finally, since F does not contain any free abelian subgroups of rank greater than k, we know that F intersects at most k factors Λ i .
After reordering factors we may thus assume that Λ i is the only factor which intersects S i nontrivially. It follows that the projection of F onto Λ 1 × ⋯ × Λ k is injective and maps S i to a finitely generated normal subgroup of Λ i . In particular, Λ i must be a surface group, and the action of G by conjugation on S i factors through Inn(Λ i ) → Aut(S i ).
Theorem 6.10. Let the Kodaira surfaces S γ i ↪ X i → S g i with zero signature be as in the statement of Theorem 1.2 and assume that each of the maps α i ∶ S g i → E is surjective on π 1 . Then the following conditions are equivalent:
(1) the Kähler group π 1 H can be embedded in a direct product of surface groups; (2) each π 1 X i can be embedded in a direct product of surface groups; (3) for each X i , the image of the homomorphism π 1 X i → Aut(π 1 S γ i ) defined by conjugation is torsion-free.
Proof. Proposition 6.9 establishes the equivalence of (2) and (3), and (1) is a trivial consequence of (2), so we concentrate on proving that (1) implies (2). Assume that π 1 H is a subgroup of a direct product of surface groups.
